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1.Introduction: Adaptation to
non-native accent
•
•

•

•

•

2.Methods
• Our Training-Test approach

Previous studies (Bradlow & Bent, 2008) have used
Listening(training)/Transcription(test) designs
One key result: adaptation increases with increased exposure

Transcription task reflects more than accent adaptation:
predictability, sentential, and lexical feedback also play a role, and
ultimately, it reflects comprehension
A test focused on non-native sublexical (ir)regularities is required

• Design

Our study: Do listeners adapt to non-native sublexical
(ir)regularities? How does this process work? Can adaptation
benefit from higher-level cues?

3. Tasks in each Stage
3.1 Transcription Task (Training)

3.2 Sound Classification Task (Test)

Predictions
• Transcription accuracy increase over Blocks
• Effect of Training Group on the Sound Classification task

Predictions
• Target-Competitor sensitivity of Trained consonants increases over stages
• No sensitivity increase of the untrained consonant (Z)
• Non-ambiguous items facilitate comprehension but not adaptation

4. Results
4.1 Sound Classification Task model
•
•
•
•

Linear Regression on Target-Competitor sensitivity (d’Prime)
Fixed factors: Training Group * Consonant * Lexical ambiguity * Stage
Random factors: (Consonant * Lexical_ambiguity * stage|Participant)
Model Comparison (ANOVA): effect of Consonant, Lexical Ambiguity, and Stage

• Progress over stages (χ2(16) = 122.94, p < .05)
• Better sensitivity for Non-Ambiguous items (χ2(16) = 272.05, p < .05)
• Clear differences between Consonants (χ2(24) = 337.8, p < .05)
• Acoustic cues of SH and its competitor were more disperse and overlapped compared to the other consonants

4.2 Transcription Task model
•
•
•
•

Logistic Regression on Transcription accuracy
Fixed factors: Training Group and Blocks
Random factors: (Block|Participant) + (1|Sentence/Word)
Significant effect of Block
•
•

P < 0.001, Odds Ratio = 1.07 (=e0.07)
The odds of correctly transcribing a word increase by 1.07 for each block.

5. Discussion
• The transcription task model replicated previous studies: transcription accuracy increased with exposure ✓
• Sound Classification task model:
• Lack of effect of Keyword Group ✗
• in line with Baese-Berk, Bent & Walker (2021)
• different strategies lead to the same results
• alternatively, sentential feedback might not play a role in adaptation
• Listeners became more sensitive (adapt) to sublexical (ir)regularities over stages, and this seems to be
caused by Training ✓
• Participants rely on different sources of information (lexical/acoustic): cues’ hierarchy (Mattys et al., 2005) ✓
• These results suggest that Comprehension does not imply Adaptation ✓
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